State Title: Men & WOMEN OVER 60 SINGLES
Regional Championship of Victoria 2018/19
SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS OF PLAY
Laws of the Sport of Bowls; BV Rules of Competition and Conditions of Play Apply.
ALL GAMES shall be 21 Up
DEAD ENDS: A dead end is not counted as a completed end and shall be replayed. (Law 20)
RESTRICTING THE MOVEMENT OF PLAYERS:
After delivering their first bowl players will only be allowed to walk up to the head after
delivery of their third and fourth bowl,
In exceptional and limited circumstances a player may request to walk to the head earlier
than described above
If a player does not meet the terms of this restriction then Law 13 will apply.
SLOW PLAY – DELAYING PLAY. BV Rule 5.2
If the Umpire by observation, or on appeal by an opposing Player, or by the Side Manager or
Controlling Body deems a Player to be deliberately delaying the delivery of his bowl or Skip acting or
issuing instructions designed to delay play, the Umpire will warn the player or the Skip.
If in the opinion of the Umpire the Player or Skip commits the same offence a second time the end
will be regarded as completed, and the Opponent of the offender will score as many shots as there
are bowls in use by such Opponent.
MOBILE PHONES (BV RFC Rule 1.3.6): The use of mobile phones … on the green is not permitted. Should a
player have a legitimate reason (medical or emergency services personnel ONLY) to answer a mobile phone,
the phone must be left in their bowls bag or with a spectator on the bank.
TRIAL ENDS
One trial end in each direction will be allowed before the scheduled start time for the first game.
If a player with a Bye in the first round is to play a player who is playing in the first round, they may
see the umpire and if a rink is available, may have a practice in accordance with Law 4.
If players playing each other in the second round have both had a Bye in the first round the players
may only have two trial ends prior to the commencement of their game.
All Queries please call the Umpire of the Day
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